Teams can compete for Quest bids at one of many Varsity Spirit events held around the United States. Varsity Spirit competitions award four
different types of Quest bids: At-large, Bronze, Silver and Paid. All Varsity Spirit events are guaranteed to have 3 At-Large bids at every event
Brand
and 1 Bronze bid at all Classics, Showdowns and National events.

events are

PAID BIDS:
Paid bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams. Events with multiple Paid bids will award each Paid bid to the highest bid eligible
team in different levels/divisions.
SILVER BIDS:
Silver bids are a discounted registration of 50% off the participant package. These bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams. Events
with multiple Silver bids will award each Silver bid to the highest bid eligible team in different levels/divisions.
BRONZE BIDS:
Bronze bids are a discounted registration of 25% off the participant package. These bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible team(s).
Events with multiple Bronze bids will award each Bronze bid to the highest bid eligible team in different levels/divisions.
AT-LARGE BIDS:
At-large bids are event invitation bids that qualify your team to compete at The Quest. This tier will have no discount associated with the bid.
The At-large bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams. At events where Paid, Silver or Bronze bids are awarded, At-large bids will
then go to the next highest scoring bid eligible teams. Events with multiple At-large bids will award each At-large bid to the highest bid eligible
team in different divisions. At all Varsity Spirit events where Quest bids are being awarded; one additional at-large bid will be dedicated to
the traditional division.
*When awarding Paid, Silver, Bronze or At-large bids, levels will be considered when determining different bid winners. (Example: At a Classic
tiered event with 5 At-Large and 2 Bronze bids, the first Bronze bid will go to the highest scoring eligible team. The second Bronze bid will go
to the next highest scoring eligible team in a different level and/or division. The next 5 At-large bids will be awarded to levels and/or divisions
that were not awarded Bronze bids. Once all levels and/or divisions have been satisfied, the process starts over.)
Click Here to view the eligible divisions and levels (*Open Rec divisions are only offered at UCA events.)
*All At-large, Bronze and Silver bids can be upgraded to a higher tier.
You can replace athletes on your roster and add additional athletes, as long as it does not change the division you qualified with. If you
receive a Paid, Silver or Bronze bid, you will only receive the credit of a Paid, Silver or Bronze bid for the number of athletes that competed on
the floor at the qualifying event. The cost associated with the Quest will be the responsibility of the team to pay for any athletes who are
added to the roster.
Additional Qualification guidelines
•

Paid, Silver and Bronze tiered events must have at least 3 Rec teams registered for the event in order for the tiered bid to be
validated. If there are less than three team in attendance, the percentage bid will roll back to a lesser tier. (Ex. If there are only 2 Rec
teams at a National event, the 2 Paid bids will roll back to 2 Silver bids.)

Package prices will not reflect bid amounts at time of registration submission. Once your registration has been received and approved, the bid
will have to be applied and a new invoice will be generated.

